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There was a lot to love in local

galleries and institutions in 2015,

so let's not delay and get right to

my roster of the 10 Best

Exhibitions. The list is ordered in

backward chronology.

Toni Collums Roberts,

"Inveterate," at the Martha and

Robert Fogelman Galleries of

Contemporary Art, University

of Memphis: "Inveterate," a thesis

exhibition for the master of fine

arts degree, consisted of 8,000

Art: The year’s 10 Best Exhibitions

By Fredric Koeppel

Beth Edwards, "Microcosm II," oil on canvas. Courtesy David Lusk Gallery.

Samuel H. Crone, "Eruption
of Vesuvius from the Bay of
Naples," watercolor. April
1906, 3.75 by 5 inches.
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helps Germantown doctor
focus on patients

small white plaster cubes arranged

in strict rows on the floor of one

of the galleries, with a tiny video

in the gallery across the hall.

Obsessive, hypnotic and a tad

oppressive, the installation

radically altered one's perception

of the space, the floor, the entire

enterprise of a gallery in an

auspicious launch of this young

artist's career.

Beth Edwards, "Oh Happy

Day," at David Lusk Gallery

Temp: Edwards' work in this

compact show achieved a state of

transcendence rare in

representational art. A painter of

the utmost meticulousness, she

focused closely on flowers like

hydrangeas, day-lilies and

poppies, with their stems and

leaves and all the attendant

aspects of light and shadow, and

rendered them into a state of the

Platonic ideal, close to abstraction.

Jeri Ledbetter, "Giardano

Inverno," at L Ross Gallery:

Ledbetter's abstract paintings are

chaste and wintry, and their

calligraphic spontaneity conveys a

sense of charisma, energy, poetry

and mystery. The artist's ferocious

energy is balanced by serenity in a

dichotomy of tension and

resolution that is beautifully

Toni Collums Roberts'
"Inveterate" alters the
appearance and aura of the
space at the Martha and
Robert Fogelman Galleries
of Contemporary Art at the
University of Memphis.
(Photo by Fredric Koeppel)

Credit: Brandon Dill
May 7, 2013 — Artist
Hamlett Dobbins describes
a work in progress titled
“Notes On G.U.T./T.S.” (right)
in his Broad Avenue studio.
Dobbins recently received
the Rome Prize, one of only
30 such awards given out
annually by the American
Academy in Rome to
emerging artists and
scholars. (Brandon
Dill/Special to The
Commercial Appeal)
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effective both in the smallest

pieces and the largest and most

dense.

"Samuel H. Crone: Works on

Paper," Art Museum of the

University of Memphis: The

third exhibition at AMUM for this

Memphis-born artist (1858-1913),

who lived in Europe for most of

his life, revealed a touch for subtle

craftsmanship in drawing and

etching that often equals Whistler

and a sense of elegance and appropriateness that almost

matches Singer. The show traced the maturing of Crone's

hand and eye and left us wondering how he would have

developed if he had not died in his mid-50s.

Joel Parsons, "You Are the Hole: An Exhibition in Four

Acts" at Crosstown Arts: Flamboyant, operatic,

spontaneous, this installation, a combination of works on

paper and a dozen or so floor sculptures, was a vast lyrical

project that succeeded in its vaunting Wagnerian ambitions

and in its echoes of a death-infused culture swayed by loss

and absence. Unforgettable.

"Master Metalsmith: Linda Threadgill, Cultivating

Ornament," at the National Ornamental Metal Museum:

The work of Linda Threadgill, a well-known teacher and

mentor, takes concepts of utility and decoration — the old

craft vs. art conundrum — and turns them on their heads, so

her subverting vases would hold no water and her trays no

battalions of canapes, while the purely decorative aspects

assume total importance and become the pieces' motivations

and accomplishments. You look at her bold intricate work to

have expectations defied and denied.

Gil Ngolé, "The Season Moved," at Tops Gallery: In the

Joel Parsons' installation
"You Are the Hole" is on
display at Crosstown Arts
through Oct. 31. Photo by
Fredric Koeppel
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year's most devastating exhibition, Gil Ngolé, a native of the

Republic of Congo and an MFA candidate at Memphis

College of Art, filled this bunkerlike space with 200

improvised, ragtag bundles symbolizing the shattered lives,

the strenuous journeys and straitened circumstances of the

millions of refugees struggling from Africa and the Middle

East to find peace and comfort in Europe.

Hamlett Dobbins, "The Attendant" and Lester Julian

Merriweather, "White(s) Only," at the Fogelman Galleries

of Contemporary Art, University of Memphis: In

exhibitions across a hall from each other, two of the city's

most astute and demanding artists reveled in their similarities

and differences, Merriweather with cool, clean, elegant and

ironic tropes on white culture, Dobbins with passionate yet

cerebral abstractions that probed the limits of formality and

feeling.

"Between the Eyes," at Crosstown Arts: Had I the

necessary fiduciary prowess, I would have written a massive

check and taken home every piece in this splendid group

show that featured highly diverse abstract work by Laura

Sucsy (also the curator), Marina Adams, Rubens Ghenov, Ron

de Oude, Joe Fyfe and Iva Gueorguieva. One felt a sense of

striving, a feeling of private labor and revelation resulting in

objects, surfaces and planes, hues and forms and individual

interpretations of what it means to be static or dynamic,

gnomic or referential, geometric or flowing, even spiritual or

secular.

Brian Pera, "I Thought I Might Find You Here," at

Clough-Hanson Gallery, Rhodes College: An elegy for a

friend who died at age 50, this assemblage of towers, kiosks

and tree-houses incorporated a vast and ingenious range of

materials, especially in the realm of items of sewing, knitting,

tying up or down, fastening and knotting — twine, tape, yarn,

rope, hoses, extension cords, wire, various kinds of fabric.

The bursts of color only emphasized the paradox of loss,
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mourning and hope, ultimately a work of recovery for the

artist and his late friend.
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